Timing-error-difference calibration using reciprocal signals.
Timing errors in transmission and reception electronic channels of medical ultrasound imaging systems are generally smaller than one-tenth of a wavelength and do not influence the focusing quality of the system. However, these errors influence the performance of the near-field-signal-redundancy algorithm for correcting phase-aberrations generated by speed heterogeneity in the medium due to its high sensitivity to errors. The effect of timing errors is to make the transmission and reception phase-aberration profiles different. When the difference is much smaller than the period of the signal, an algorithm has been proposed in a previous work to measure the average of the transmission and reception phase-aberration profiles, and it can be used as an approximation to correct phase-aberrations on both transmission and reception. However, when the difference is large, the transmission and reception phase-aberration profiles need to be measured separately. In this paper, several algorithms that use reciprocal signals are proposed to measure the difference profile of the transmission and reception phase-aberration profiles. Their performances are theoretically analyzed, simulated, and experimentally tested. From the measured average and difference profiles, the transmission and reception phase-aberration profiles can be derived separately and used to correct phase-aberrations on transmission and reception, respectively.